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Abstract

perience different degrees of deformations and partial occlusion, since the observation models of targets may not be
able to adapt to all these factors simultaneously. In order
to advance towards designing more general trackers, adaptation of more aspects of observation models need to be introduced and incorporated in a uniﬁed framework.
Speciﬁcally, for appearance-based tracking, there are
two key aspects in designing observation models: what is
the abstraction level of features, and how to take into account the geometrical structures of targets. For example,
in two extreme cases, the template matching method [13]
uses local pixel intensities as features and employs sum of
squared differences (SSD) as the matching criterion that enforces rigid geometrical relations among pixels, so it is suitable for small and rigid targets but vulnerable to partial occlusions and deformations. On the other hand, kernel-based
tracking algorithms [8, 7, 9] represent targets by weighted
histograms that delineate the overall statistics of targets’
appearances and largely ignore their geometrical layouts.
Therefore these algorithms can deal with non-rigid targets
with sufﬁcient sizes but are insensitive to some motion parameters. In between of these two extreme cases, many
other algorithms, such as “super pixels” [26, 24] or “bagof-patches” approaches [3, 1, 25, 23], extract features from
some regions of interest on targets and consider their geometrical relations to different degrees.

The observation models in tracking algorithms are critical to both tracking performance and applicable scenarios
but are often simpliﬁed to focus on ﬁxed level of certain target properties such as appearances and structures. In this
paper, we propose a uniﬁed tracking paradigm in which
targets are represented by Markov random ﬁelds of interest regions and introduce a new way to adapt observation
models by automatically tuning the feature granularity and
model elasticity, i.e. the abstraction level of features and
the model’s degree of ﬂexibility to tolerate deformations.
Speciﬁcally, we employ a multi-scale scheme to extract features from interest regions and adjust the parameters of the
potential functions of the MRF model to maximize the likelihoods of tracking results. Experiments demonstrate the
method can estimate translation, scaling and rotation and
deal with deformation, partial occlusions, and camouﬂage
objects within this uniﬁed framework.

1. Introduction
Visual object tracking is the core task in motion analysis and crucial to many applications. The most critical
factor determining tracking performance is the matching
criterion, also known as observation model or likelihood
model, which deﬁnes what trackers are following. However,
matching is largely simpliﬁed in most tracking methods and
may only focus on certain characteristics of targets, for example, the existences of certain local visual patterns or coherence with certain overall feature statistics in appearancebased tracking. Consequently, successful tracking methods
for certain type of targets may not adapt to other targets easily. Therefore, for generally applicable trackers, matching
need to be ﬂexible for distinctive targets and adaptive with
respect to target variations.
Designing generally applicable trackers is extremely
challenging, if not impossible, mainly due to enormous
variabilities of targets and their unpredictable changes in
practice. Actually, it is even hard to handle targets with
rotation and scale changes in a uniﬁed way if they also ex-
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Figure 1. Illustration of different tracking approaches in terms of
their relative granularity and elasticity.

We refer the two aforementioned dimensions as the fea1
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ture granularity and model elasticity. Granularity is a measure of descriptions of components that make up an object.
We use the feature granularity to indicate the abstraction
level of features, e.g. whether features describe attributes of
a pixel, a blob region or a whole object. Elasticity refers to
the degree of ﬂexibility. Here we use the model elasticity
to indicate the ability that the model tolerates geometrical
changes among components, e.g. whether a model allows
deformations inside targets or not. The feature granularity
focuses on the target appearance and the model elasticity
puts emphasis on its structure. Some typical tracking approaches are illustrated qualitatively in Fig. 1 in terms of
their relative feature granularity and model elasticity.
Human also perceive different objects at different granularity levels [12]. For objects full of textures but without clear structures, human eyes may focus on their local
appearance characteristics. For objects composed by several parts, both the appearances of the parts and their structures may attract the attention. In addition, as the scales
of objects change or deformation/partial occlusion occurs,
the perception of target structure and local appearance may
also change. Inspired by these observations, a natural question is whether trackers can adapt the feature granularity and
model elasticity in their observation models.
In this paper, we propose a uniﬁed tracking paradigm
in which targets are represented by Markov random ﬁelds
(MRF) of a set of interest regions where the feature granularity and model elasticity can be explicitly adapted with
respect to targets’ appearances during tracking. The feature
vectors that delineate the local appearances of interest regions are extracted in a multi-scale manner. Thus, the scale
ratio between the patch sizes that are used to extract feature
vectors and the characteristic scales of interest regions speciﬁes the feature granularity. On the other side, the geometrical relations among the interest regions, i.e. the structures
of targets, are modelled in the pair-site potential functions
whose parameters control the elasticity of the model. Thus,
by updating the scale ratio and the parameters in the potential functions to maximize the joint likelihood of the MRF,
the tracker adaptively balances the requirements of consistency with the local appearances and structures of targets.
The main contributions of the paper are on two-fold.
First, the proposed tracking paradigm can be viewed as
a uniﬁcation of many previous tracking algorithms in the
sense of how to organize appearance-based features in target observation models. Second, the adaptation of feature
granularity and model elasticity in this paradigm exhibits a
new way to update observation models to handle dynamical
targets. The proposed method can estimate multiple motion
parameters including translation, rotation and scaling, and
handle partial occlusion, deformable targets and camouﬂage
objects within the uniﬁed framework as demonstrated by
extensive experiments.

2. Related work
Visual tracking has received intensive research efforts for
decades and different tracking algorithms may have quite
different applicable scenarios due to the use of different target observation models. Generally, feature vectors are extracted from hypothesis regions and are evaluated against
target observation models to ﬁnd the optimal match. For
appearance-based tracking, the feature vectors may concisely abstract the properties of targets at different granularity levels, e.g. pixel intensity patterns [18, 13, 4, 2] or
ﬁlter bank responses [16, 11], a set of feature points or
interest regions [3, 1, 26, 24, 25, 23], or statistics of entire objects [8, 7, 9]. On the other hand, the geometrical
structures of targets can be enforced fairly strictly in an
intensity template [13], a linear subspace [4, 15], a classiﬁer [2], or “super pixels” templates [26, 24], or loosely
modelled in kernel functions [8, 7, 9] or a “bag of patches”
where targets are located with the conﬁdence or occupance
maps [3, 11, 1, 25, 23] based on matching interest regions.
Most of these tracking algorithms involve observation
models with pre-deﬁned degree of focus on targets’ local
appearances or structures. Although the observation models can be updated by latest tracking results [16, 15], online classiﬁcation [3, 11], or selection of different cues [7]
and feature points [22], the feature granularity and model
elasticity remain roughly at the same level. In contrast, in
our approach, we represent a target by an MRF of interest
regions where the feature granularity and model elasticity
are able to explicitly adapt to distinctive targets by extracting features with different scale ratios and tuning the potential functions. Note, the proposed method is different from
some recent work [25, 23, 22] where target is represented by
a constellation of ﬁxed-size (11 × 11) intensity patches extracted at Harris corners [25], or a bag of maximally stable
extremal regions (MSER) [20], or an attributed relational
graph of SIFT features [22].
The constellation model of feature points has been
deeply investigated and very successful in object recognition and categorization [17, 10, 5, 6]. Comprehensive survey of all graph-based object representations in computer
vision literature is out of the scope of the paper.

3. Target observation model
In this paper, we propose a uniﬁed tracking paradigm
where the target is represented by an MRF model of interest
regions, and the feature granularity and the model elasticity
can be explicitly modelled in a parametric way. In this section, we ﬁrst introduce the general tracking paradigm and
then describe the speciﬁc interest regions and MRF formulation in our implementation.

3.1. A uniﬁed tracking paradigm
Given the target initialization, we construct an MRF
based on the interest regions within the target. The hidden
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variables X = {xi } in the MRF are the parameters of the
interest regions on the target, and the observable variables
are the parameters Y = {yi } of detected interest regions
in every frame. The adjacent interest regions are linked in
pair-wise cliques that encode their relative geometrical relations, as shown in Fig. 2. Then, by matching features extracted from the interest regions in successive frames, the
motion of the targets can be ﬁrst coarsely estimated based
on the motion of the interest regions. Afterwards, we reﬁne
the target’s motion parameters by searching the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) estimate P (X∗ |Y). We employ the scale
ratio between the sizes of image patches to extract features
and the characteristic scales of interest regions to model the
feature granularity. The elasticity of the model is controlled
by the parameters in the potential functions. Assuming the
tracking results are true realizations of the MRF, we adapt
the granularity and elasticity to maximize the joint probability P (X∗ ). The entire paradigm is summarized in Fig. 3.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the MRF model.

With different types of interest regions and strategies in
extracting features, the MRF-based observation model in
this tracking paradigm can substantialize to different observation models. For example, if we regard each pixel
as an interest region and enforce strict geometrical relations among the pixels, this model degenerates to template
tracking, or if the entire object is an interest region and features are kernel-weighted histograms, then it turns to kernelbased tracking. Additionally, “bag-of-patches” method can
be well categorized into the paradigm if no geometrical constraints are enforced in the MRF and the motions of targets are estimated from the conﬁdence map or probabilistic
occupance map generated from interest region matching or
outputs of classiﬁers.

3.2. Interest region detection
For interest regions in the MRF, salient image patches
that are stable in afﬁne transforms are preferable since their
motion parameters can be explicitly estimated. There are
many successful afﬁne region detection methods [20], and
we select Harris-Laplace interest regions in our implementation mainly due to its computational efﬁciency and the
ability to yield rich candidate regions.
The Harris-Laplace interest point detector [14, 19] extracts points that are both local maxima of the Harris cornerness measure in spatial domain and maxima of the normalized Laplacian in scale space. The cornerness is mea-

sured based on the second moment matrix μ of the image
gradient distribution in a neighborhood of a pixel {u, v}, as
μ({u, v}, sI, sD ) =

L2u ({u, v}, sD )
Lu Lv ({u, v}, sD )
,
2
sD g(sI ) ⊗
L2v ({u, v}, sD )
Lu Lv ({u, v}, sD )
(1)
where Lu ({u, v}, sD ) and Lv ({u, v}, sD ) are image gradients after smoothed by a Gaussian kernel with variance
sD , a.k.a. the derivation scale [19], and g(sI ) indicates the
Gaussian kernel to integrate the gradients whose variance
sI is referred as the integration scale or the characteristic
scale [19] of this point. The two eigenvalues λ1 ≥ λ2 of
μ characterize the pixel intensity distributions in the neighborhood. Two large eigenvalues imply the motion of the
image patch surrounding this pixel may be phenomenal in
all directions [21], thus it is a stable corner. Each Harris
corner can be delineated by an ellipse region R centered at
{u, v} with the characteristic scale sI and a shape matrix μ̄
that are normalized by the larger eigenvalue λ1 .
After extracting the ellipses R = {u, v, sI , μ̄} whose
centers are Harris corners, we calculate the normalized

Laplacian for those nested ellipses, that is, R and R are

nested if R ⊂ R. Note, the centers are not necessarily
the same for the nested ellipses. The regions that are local
maxima of the normalized Laplacian s2D |Luu ({u, v}, sD )+
Lvv ({u, v}, sD )| are selected as the detected interest ret
t
gions {R1t , · · · , RM
t } where M denotes the number of regions detected at frame t.
Please refer to [19] for details about Harris-Laplace interest point detector. In [19], the location and shape of an
interest region are iteratively reﬁned in order to reﬂect the
gradient distributions more accurately. As there is no guarantee of the convergence and the computation load is not
affordable for tracking, we do not reﬁne the interest regions.

3.3. MRF model formulation
0
Given the detected interest regions {R10 , · · · , RM
0}
within the initial target at frame t = 0, we build the MRF
including the hidden sites xi = {ui , vi , sI i , μ̄i } that correspond to Ri0 and incorporate the target’s motion parameters
in the pair-wise potential functions.
0
The initial interest regions {R10 , · · · , RM
0 } are regarded as a true realization of the MRF and denoted as
{x01 , · · · , x0M 0 }. Then, the joint probability P (X) =
P (x1 , · · · xM0 ) is expressed by the Gibbs energy deﬁned
over pair-wise clique set C, as

1
P (X) = exp −
V (xi , xj ),
(2)
Z
(xi ,xj )∈C

where Z is the partition function and V is the pair-wise potential function. (xi , xj ) is a pair-wise clique if the corresponding interest regions overlap. The higher order cliques
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Figure 3. The proposed uniﬁed tracking paradigm.

and the dependencies among cliques with common interest
regions are ignored to enable the problem tractable.
It is open and ﬂexible to deﬁne the potential function
V to model the relative geometrical relation between two
interest regions. To allow rotation and scaling of targets, in
t
between
V we only involve the difference of the angle θij
t
t
0
between
xi and xj at frame t against the reference angle θij
x0i and x0j , and the target’s current rotation angle Δθt , as
V (xti , xtj ) =

t
0
(θij
− θij
− Δθt )2
,
2σ 2

(3)

where σ is the assumptive variance of angle differences
t
t
0
= θij
− θij
, which can control the elasticity of
Δθij
the MRF, i.e. how rigid the relative geometrical relations
t
between
among interest regions are enforced. The angle θij
two adjacent interest regions is calculated with the link conv t −v t

t
= arctan( uit −ujt ). With these
necting their centers, i.e. θij
i
j
deﬁnitions, the partition
function Z can be explicitly ex√
pressed as Z = ( 2πσ)|C| where |C| is the number of
pair-wise cliques. An example of MRF model is illustrated
in Fig. 4 where the interest regions are drawn as yellow ellipses and the centers of those that are neighbors are linked
with red lines.

Figure 4. An example of the MRF model initialization.

Since histograms are generic and rotation invariant, for
each interest region, we extract a histogram of certain cue
to describe its appearance. For a Harris-Laplace interest
point, although the characteristic scale sI is available, but
how large area around the point should be used to extract
the features to insure good matching can not be determined
before tracking. Thus, we utilize a scalar r to specify the
scale ratio between the size of image patch used to extract
the histogram and the characteristic scale sI . For each xi ,
H(rxi ) represents the histogram extracted from the ellipse

with the length of the major axis equal to rsI . Therefore,
the ratio r controls the feature granularity.
For an observation yit of xi , we deﬁne the likelihood of
individual interest region based on the Bahattachaya coefﬁcient ρ between the corresponding histograms, as
P (yit |xi ) = exp(1 − ρ(H(rx0i ), H(ryit ))).

(4)

Fixed r may not be appropriate for all tracking scenarios, so
r need to be adjusted during tracking.

4. Motion estimation
We estimate the motion parameters of the target with two
steps. First, the interest regions detected in current frame
are matched with the initial regions in the MRF so as to
coarsely estimate target’s motion parameters, i.e. translation, scale and rotation angle, which mainly relies on the
resemblance of appearance. Then, a few more motion parameters are sampled guided by the coarse estimates. The
hypothesis that yields the highest joint posterior probability
of the MRF is regarded as the tracking result, which takes
both appearance and structures into consideration.

4.1. Coarse motion estimation
For every incoming frame, we perform Harris-Laplace
interest points detector to locate the interest regions
t
{R1t , · · · , RM
t } at current frame in an enlarged region surrounding the previous tracking result. If one interest region
is matched to an initial interest region x0i , we regard it as an
observation of the hidden site xi and denote it by yit . The
matching can be achieved by a classiﬁer [3, 11], instead, we
directly threshold the Bhattacharya coefﬁcient ρ with the
scale ratio r by a threshold T , as
ρ(H(rx0i ), H(ryit )) > T.

(5)

This matching is not necessarily a one-on-one mapping.
Incremental estimation of the motion parameters of targets, especially for the rotation angle, is not reliable since
the estimation error could be accumulated. Thus, we estimate the target motion Δut , Δv t , Δst , Δθt with respect to
the target initialization. These motion parameters are ﬁrst
t
of individual
coarsely estimated by Δuti , Δvit , Δstij , Δθij
t
t
t
observations yi and each pair of yi and yj within a clique.
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The translations Δuti = (uti − u0i ) and Δv ti = (vit − vi0 )
are cast in a 2D histogram. The scale factor and the rotation
angle are estimated through 1D histogram of those of the
detected pair-wise cliques (yit , yjt ),
Δstij =

|{uti , vit } − {utj , vjt }|
,
|{u0i , vi0 } − {u0j , vj0 }|

t
t
0
Δθij
= θij
− θij
.

(6)
(7)

5.1. Feature granularity adaptation
We update the scale ratio by searching
rt + Δr until lo
t
t∗
t t∗
cal maximum of P (Y |X ) = i P (yi |x i ). Note, here
∗
locations and shapes of yit and xt i are given, only rt affects
∗
P (Yt |Xt ). This is equivalent to maximize the sum of the
Bhattacharya coefﬁcients of all observed interest regions yit
in the tracked target, as

∗
rt = argmax
ρ(H(rt x0i ), H(rt yit ))).
(9)
i

The modes of the distributions of these motion parameters present coarse motion estimation for the target, i.e.
¯ t , Δs
¯ t , Δθ
¯ t . The histograms of interest regions’
¯ t , Δv
Δu
motion parameters are similar as the conﬁdence map or occupance map used in “bag-of-patches” approaches and the
geometrical relations among the interest regions have not
been taken into account. Then, we employ these rough estimates to guide ﬁne sampling of target motions and evaluate
the posteriors to reﬁne the motion estimation.

The histograms H(rt x0i ) are pre-calculated and stored
at tracking initialization. To reduce the computation overhead of adaptation, we perform local gradient search around
rt ± Δr with r0 = 2 and Δr = 0.1 in our experiments.
Thus, the feature granularity is updated according to the appearance changes. If the target is rigid and stable, good
matching can be obtained with large ratio r. If partial occlusion or deformation happen, small r may be appropriate.

4.2. Motion parameter reﬁnement

5.2. Model elasticity adaptation

As the interest region detection and matching may contain errors, we further reﬁne the coarse motion estimates
¯ t , Δv
¯ t , Δs
¯ t , Δθ
¯ t by sampling a few more motion paΔu
rameters around them and evaluating these hypotheses.
Given the observations Y = {y1 , · · · , yM } within
a hypothesis target region, the MAP estimation X∗ =
argmax P (X|Y) presents the upper bound of the posterior
of these observations Y. With the Markovian properties and
the ﬁeld model structure P (yi |X) = P (yi |xi ), the joint
posterior can be expressed as

The parameter σ in the pair-site potential functions controls the elasticity of the MRF. To enable σ match the degree of deformation of the target, we solve it by maximize
the likelihood of the current tracking result, as

P (X|Y)

∝
=

P (Y|X)P (X)

P (yi |xi ).
P (X)

∗

∂ ln P (Xt |σ)
= 0.
∂σ

Plug in the partition function Z and the potential energy in
Eq. 3 to P (X∗t |σ), we have

1
t∗
√
exp −
V (xt∗
P (X∗t |σ) =
i , xj )
( 2πσ)|C|
t∗
t∗
(x ,x )∈C
i

(8)

i

The joint probability P (X) is calculated with Eq. 2 and
¯ t as a parameter. The
Eq. 3 that utilize the hypothesis Δθ
likelihood of individual interest region P (yi |xi ) is deﬁned
in Eq. 4. Then, the hypothesis whose optimal labelling X∗
yields the highest posterior P (X∗ |Y) is regarded as the
tracking result.

5. Granularity and elasticity adaptation
In calculating P (yi |xi ) with Eq. 4 and P (X) with Eq. 2
and 3, the scale ratio r to control the feature granularity and
σ to control the elasticity of the MRF play important role in
interest region matching and MAP estimation. Pre-deﬁned
ﬁxed r and σ are not likely to assure good matching for
different targets and challenging situations such as partial
occlusions and camouﬂage objects nearby. Thus, we adapt
them in every frame to maximize the posteriors of tracking
results. The updated parameters rt and σ t at frame t are
used in motion estimation at next frame t + 1.

(10)

=

j

∗
∗

(Δθt ij − Δθt )2
1
exp −
.
2σ 2
( 2πσ)|C|
(xt∗ ,xt∗ )∈C

√

i

j

Solving Eq. 10, we obtain the assumptive variance σ t of
angle differences given the current tracking result,

1
∗
∗
(Δθt ij − Δθt )2 .
(11)
σt =
|C| t ∗ t ∗
(x

i

,x

j )∈C

The optimal σ t is the variance of the observed angle differences. So, if the relative geometrical relations of the detected interest regions are stable, σ t is small, on the other
hand, σ t increases when deformations occur.

6. Experiments
We evaluate the proposed tracking algorithm for a variety of real-world sequences that present deformations, partial occlusions, and camouﬂage objects. In the HarrisLaplace interest point detector, up to 12 different integration scales are tested depending on the size of the target.
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The features used to match the interest regions are 2D histograms in normalized-RG space with 24 × 24 bins and the
corresponding matching threshold for the Bhattacharya coefﬁcient is set to T = 0.75. The proposed tracker is implemented with C++ which runs at 2-10 frame per second on a
Pentium-IV 3GHz desktop. The computation load is jointly
determined by the number of scales in the interest region
detector and the number of interest regions detected.
To exhibit the generality of the proposed method, for different sequences, we compare the performance with three
trackers: a Mean-shift tracker that also employs 2D histograms in normalized-RG space with 24 × 24 bins, a template tracker where the image regions are normalized to
grey-level patches and compared with SSD, and a “bagof-patches” tracker using the same set of interest regions
but ignoring their geometrical relations. Although these 3
trackers can deal with different kinds of tracking scenarios,
we demonstrate the proposed method can overcome some
difﬁculties to them within the uniﬁed tracking paradigm.

6.1. Illustration of tracking results
The tracking results are displayed in three rows in Fig.5.
At the ﬁrst row, the initialization of the MRF model is
shown in the ﬁrst image where the cliques are drawn with
red lines, and followed by the interest region detection results where the matched regions are drawn as yellow ellipses while the non-matched ones are light blue ellipses.
Note the length of the major axis in drawing is the product
of the scale ratio rt and the interest region’s characteristic
scale sI . Our tracking results are illustrated at the second
row where the target is indicated by a blue dash bounding
box and the pixels covered by matched interest regions are
highlighted with red boundaries. The comparison tracking
results are shown at the third row.
In sequence [Sidewalk], the size of target is small
which is suitable for the template tracker. However, when
a bicycler is passing by the pedestrian from frame 140, the
template tracker is easily distracted, shown in the third row
of Fig.5. In our tracker, as the interest regions on the upper body of the pedestrian remain stable, the tracker can get
along with the distractions.

6.2. Partial occlusions
The sequence [Face] ﬁrst used in [1] presents different
degrees of partial occlusions. Large scale ratio r may jeopardize the interest region matching when partial occlusions
occur. From Fig. 6 we can observe that in our method the
scale ratio rt is adapted to follow the changing of degree
of occlusions. rt decreases to about 1.2 at frame 285 and
increases to 3 when the book moves away. For the meanshift tracker, when partial occlusion happens, the scale estimation is no longer reliable and can hardly recover. Some
representative frames are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 6. Scale ratio rt for sequence [Face].

6.3. Deformable object
For sequence [Cock fight], when the target cock experiences large deformation around frame 240, σ t in the potential functions increases considerably, as shown in Fig. 8.
This means the structure or the relative geometrical relations among the interest regions are largely ignored, thus,
the target is located mainly by matching its appearance.
When the cock pauses ﬁghting at frame 250, its structure
helps the proposed tracker to locate the target and estimate
the scale more accurately than the Mean-shift tracker.

Figure 8. σ t for sequence [Cock fight].

6.4. Camouﬂage object
If the appearance of the target is distinctive in the scene,
“bag-of-patches” approaches may work well, however, they
are usually vulnerable when camouﬂages, i.e. similar or
even identical objects, present close to the target. As shown
in Fig. 10, when the camouﬂage package moves close to
the target from frame 640, the scale estimation in the pure
“bag-of-patches” tracker becomes unstable and it gradually
drifts to the wrong target. In our approach, though interest
regions detected on the camouﬂage package have similar
appearances, they are excluded since their relative positions
are not consistent with the MRF model.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we introduce a new perspective of adapting
target observation models in terms of the feature granularity
and model elasticity in a uniﬁed tracking paradigm, where
targets are represented by MRFs of interest regions. By employing a multi-scale scheme to extract features from interest regions and adjusting the parameters that regulate the
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Figure 5. Tracking [Sidewalk] for frame #1, 140, 145, 152 and 163, (1st row) initialization and interest region detection, (2nd row) the
proposed tracker (3nd) the template tracker.

Figure 7. Tracking [Face] for frame #1, 285, 345, 585 and 599, (1st row) initialization and interest region detection, (2nd row) the
proposed tracker (3nd) the Mean-shift tracker.

target geometrical layout, the proposed method automatically tunes the observation model’s focus on target’s appearances and structures. Furthermore, the proposed tracking
paradigm is ﬂexible to incorporate different interest regions
and features. Future work will include investigation about
how to adapt the feature granularity of individual interest
regions and the potential functions for each clique.
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